Generations of the Shoah International Newsletter
June 2019

Dear Members and Friends,

We wish all of you a good summer. Please remember that we publish a combined Summer newsletter, which will be distributed mid-July, rather than separate July and August editions. If you have programs / events over the summer, please send your information in now, following the guidelines in the box below.

Thank you,
Generations of the Shoah International (GSI)

Membership in our interactive leadership listserv is open to leaders / representatives of landsmanschaften and other Holocaust-related groups. If your local survivor, second generation or third generation group has not yet delegated a representative to join the GSI interactive online discussion / listserv group, please join us now. We already have dozens of members throughout the USA and from other countries. This global interactive listserv is the fastest way to reach the survivor community: genshoah@gmail.com.

For event submissions: www.genshoah.org/contact_gsi.html. Please fill out the information requested in the text areas and submit it to us at genshoah@gmail.com. You must send us your information no later than the 23rd of the month if you wish for it to appear in the upcoming month’s issue.

To search the newsletter by geographic area: Search by country for programs outside the USA or use the city and / or state abbreviations for those areas in the USA.

All times listed below are local unless otherwise stated.

Visit our GSI website at www.genshoah.org for updated information on new books, films, helpful links to Holocaust-related organizations and institutions, etc. Survivors, their children and grandchildren are welcome to post contact information for their local groups on our website.

GSI has an “open” Facebook group that anyone can join and invite others to join. Feel free to introduce yourself to your brothers and sisters in the survivor community and communicate directly with them without having to be cleared by a third party. Use the group to find old

**ANNOUNCEMENTS**

Files from concentration camps can now be accessed online via the Arolsen Archives [https://arolsen-archives.org/en/](https://arolsen-archives.org/en/)

**REPARATIONS**

New Survey by the Claims Conference Finds Critical Gaps in Holocaust Knowledge in Austria

**UPCOMING CONFERENCES**

3rd Annual Dr. Paul Winkler Holocaust & Genocide Educators’ Conference

**Approaches to Genocide Education:**

**Teaching Through Texts, Literature and Personal Accounts**

June 5, 2019  8:30 am – 1:00 pm  
Mercer County Community College Conference Center, Main Auditorium, West Windsor, NJ

**Chancellor’s Conference Day of Professional Learning**

June 6, 2019  9:00 am – 3:00 pm  
Museum of Jewish Heritage – A Living Memorial to the Holocaust, New York, NY

**Histories of the Red Cross Red Crescent Movement since 1919**

June 12 – 14, 2019  
17 Chemin des Crêts, 1209 Geneva, Switzerland

**Uzhhorod National University International Conference**

**Holocaust By Bullets to Auschwitz: Regional Dimensions to the Final Solution**

June 16 – 19, 2019  
Transcarpathia, Ukraine

For more: education_pro@hotmail.com

2019 Arthur and Rochelle Belfer

**National Conference for Educators**

July 22- 24, 2019

English Language Arts Session: July 22–24, 2019

Social Studies/History Session: July 25–27, 2019

US Holocaust Memorial Museum, Washington, DC

Registration deadline June 15. Scholarships are available.
'Victims, Perpetrators and Implicated Subjects: Rethinking Agency at the Intersections of Narrative and Memory Conference
July 28, 2019
Roosta, Estonia

Teaching Difficult History: How Our Past Informs Our Present
July 30 – August 31, 2019
Virginia Beach, VA

World Federation of Jewish Child Survivors of the Holocaust & Descendants/GSI / KTA Conference
November 1 – 4, 2019
Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada

The Holocaust and Europe: Research Trends, Pedagogical Approaches and Political Challenges
November 4 – 7, 2019
Das Institut für Zeitgeschichte, Munich, Germany

Liberation 75
Global Gathering of Holocaust Survivors, Descendants, Educators and Friends
May 31 – June 2, 2020
Metro Toronto Convention Centre, Toronto, Ontario, Canada

UPCOMING WORKSHOPS, SEMINARS & WEBINARS

Displacement, Migration, and the Holocaust
June 3–14, 2019
US Holocaust Memorial Museum, Washington, DC

“We Are All Witnesses”: Eva Reichmann and Early Holocaust Research at the Wiener Library

The University of Oxford's seminar series on The Holocaust and Memory
June 6, 2019
University of Oxford, Oxford, UK

Webinar: The Life and Legacy of Anne Frank
June 12, 2019   4:00 – 5:00 pm EST
Seminar for Latin American Faculty
The Holocaust, Genocide, and Mass Violence
June 17 – 21, 2019
Mexico City, Mexico
Memory and Tolerance Museum of Mexico City

Interconnections (or Otherwise) between Holocaust Memory and Genocide Memory
The University of Oxford’s seminar series on The Holocaust and Memory
June 20, 2019
University of Oxford, Oxford, UK

Echoes and Reflections Holocaust Education Workshop
Introduction to Teaching the Holocaust
June 21, 2019 8:30 am - 2:30 pm
Montclair State University, Montclair, NJ

Holocaust Studies Summer Program in Ukraine
July 1–12, 2019
Kyiv, Ukraine

Marking of Jews During the Holocaust
July 8 – 11, 2019
Yad Vashem, Jerusalem, Israel

Fleeing the Nazis: Austrian Jewish Refugees to the United States
June 18, 2019
US Holocaust Memorial Museum, Washington, DC

STAJE Summer Seminar for Teachers in Jewish Schools
Warsaw and the Holocaust
July 8 - 10, 2019 10:00 am – 5:00 pm
Museum of Jewish Heritage—A Living Memorial to the Holocaust, New York, NY
Admission is by application, due June 14: email pradensky@mjhnyc.org for an application.

Meeting Hate with Humanity Summer Institute
A Summer Course for Teachers of Social Studies and English
July 8 - 12, 2019
Museum of Jewish Heritage – A Living Memorial to the Holocaust, New York, NY
Applications are due by June 30.

Interreligious Studies and the Holocaust: New Research, New Conversations
July 15–19, 2019
US Holocaust Memorial Museum, Washington, DC
One Clip at a Time: Summer Institute 2019
July 16 – 17, 2019 9:00 am – 3:00 pm
Holocaust Memorial Tolerance Center, 100 Crescent Beach Rd, Glen Cove, NY

Education During and After the Holocaust
July 20 – 25, 2019
Appalachian State University, Boone, NC
Teacher registration: https://holocaust.appstate.edu/symposium/2019-registration-form
Teacher scholarship form: https://holocaust.appstate.edu/symposium/2019-scholarship-form

International Research Workshop
Religious Institutions and Jews in Hiding during the Holocaust
July 21–25, 2019
US Holocaust Memorial Museum, Washington, DC

New Findings on Poland and Its Neighbors
Interdisciplinary Approaches to the Study of the Holocaust
July 29 – August 2, 2019
US Holocaust Memorial Museum, Washington, DC

Women in the Holocaust
August 5 – 7, 2019
August 5th: Jewish Museum of Maryland
August 6th: United States Holocaust Memorial Museum
August 7th: American Visionary Art Museum

Jewish Experiences and the Holocaust in the Soviet Union
August 5–16, 2019
US Holocaust Memorial Museum, Washington, DC

Facing History and Ourselves Summer Seminar
Democracy at Risk: Holocaust and Human Behavior
August 6 - 8, 2019 9:00 am - 4:00 pm
Lawrenceville School, 2500 Main St, Lawrenceville, NJ
Fees. Scholarships available.

Echoes and Reflections Webinar: The German – Jewish Response
August 12, 2019 3:00 pm EST

Echoes and Reflections Professional Development Workshop
Teaching Jewish Resistance During the Holocaust
October 21, 2019 9:00 am - 3:00 pm
Annunciation Center, College of St. Elizabeth, Morristown, NJ
UPCOMING EVENTS

Exhibit: Dimensions in Testimony, featuring specialized display technologies and next-generation natural language processing to provide an intimate experience with a Holocaust survivor.

Exhibit: The Last Goodbye - A Virtual Reality Testimony, a 20-minute immersive virtual reality testimony experience with Pinchas Gutter touring Majdanek and recounting his experiences.

Now – July 28, 2019—International Museum of Surgical Science, 1524 N. Lake Shore Drive Chicago, IL
Exhibit: Deadly Medicine: Creating the Master Race

Now – July 31, 2019—Museum of Jewish Heritage, 36 Battery Place, New York, NY
20th Anniversary Exhibit: Learning to Remember, highlights of some of the most compelling, thought-provoking, and historically significant exhibitions presented by the Museum in the last two decades.

Now – July 31, 2019—Center for Jewish History, 15 West 16th Street, New York, NY
Exhibit: Visas for Freedom, honoring the humanitarian work and ethical commitment of Spanish diplomats who used their roles to save the lives of thousands of Jews during World War II.

Now – August 4, 2019—Jewish Museum of Maryland, Baltimore, MD
Exhibit: Stitching History from the Holocaust, about the life and work of Hedy Strnad before her murder by the Nazis. Her creations serve as a unique memorial for a lost talent and a touchstone for discussion of the human cost of the Holocaust and the plight of refugees.

Berlin/London: The Lost Photographs of Gerty Simon

Exhibit: Ordinary Treasures: Highlights from the Museum of Jewish Heritage Collection, inspired by the Museum’s original Core Exhibition and by the Museum publication To Life: 36 Stories of Memory and Hope. Free one-hour guided tours available Tuesdays at 3:00 pm.

Exhibit: Auschwitz. Not long ago. Not far away. The most comprehensive exhibition dedicated to the history of Auschwitz and its role in the Holocaust ever presented in North America, bringing together over 700 original objects and 400 photographs of Auschwitz, from over 20 institutions and museums around the world.
June 2, 2019, 1:00 pm — Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Stories Survive Speaker Series: Hear Holocaust survivor Paulette Singer Barrett discuss her experiences during the Holocaust. RSVP requested.

June 2, 2019, 4:00 pm — Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Premiere performance of the play Preparations’s Aftermath: Scenes of Service, based on an archive of GI testimonials from WWII, followed by a conversation with The In[Heir]itance Project, artists, and community members who helped create it.

As part of the Insiders/Outsiders series celebrating the contributions of refugees from Nazi-dominated Europe to British culture: Jankel Adler: A “Degenerate” Artist in Britain 1940 – 1949.

June 3, 2019, 12 noon—Aidekman Family Jewish Community Campus, Whippany, NJ
Holocaust Council of Greater MetroWest Bagels & Books: Witness: Lessons from Elie Wiesel’s Classroom by Ariel Burger. Bagels and coffee provided; bring your appetite for a discussion. For more: holocaustcouncil@jfedgmw.org or call 973-929-3194.

June 5, 2019, 8:00 pm—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL
Anne Frank Remembered: 90th Birthday Anniversary. Reflect on the girl who would have turned 90, and gain insights into the work of the Anne Frank House through a presentation from its Executive Director, Ronald Leopold. Reservations required.

June 6, 2019, 7:00 pm—US Holocaust Memorial Museum, Washington, DC
Post-Holocaust Trauma and the Creation of PTSD with Dagnar Herzog. Distinguished Professor of History and the Daniel Rose Faculty Scholar at the Graduate Center, City University of New York. RSVP for the Lecture

June 9, 2019, 2:00 pm—Holocaust Memorial Tolerance Center, 100 Crescent Beach Rd, Glen Cove, NY
Celebrating the 100th Anniversary of the birth of Primo Levi But When We Started Singing...

June 9, 2019, 11:00 am—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL
Museum Architecture Tour – Symbolic by Design: See how renowned architect Stanley Tigerman infused each space in the Illinois Holocaust Museum with historical and emotional symbolism. For more: www.ilholocaustmuseum.org

June 11, 2019, 7:30 pm—Buttenwieser Hall, 92Y, 1395 Lexington Av (92nd St), New York, NY
Jesse Eisenberg in Conversation with Thane Rosenbaum. Eisenberg’s upcoming films include Vivarium and Resistance, where he plays legendary mime Marcel Marceau who used his art to
bring 200 Jewish children to safety. Fees.

June 13, 2019, 6:30 pm — Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, **Skokie, IL**

**Book discussion: I Was a Doctor in Auschwitz.** Panel discussion with **Dr. Danny M. Cohen**, **Dr. Phyllis Lassner** and **Dr. Sarah Cushman** regarding this memoir's discussion of socially taboo topics tied to women in the Holocaust, and our understanding of gendered Nazi policies.

June 17, 2019, 7:00 pm — Museum of Jewish Heritage, **New York, NY**


June 20, 2019, 6:30 pm — Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, **Skokie, IL**

**Pride Month Film & Discussion: Dear Fredy.** Fredy Hirsch, an openly gay Jewish athlete and youth leader, inspired thousands of young people in the Terezin Ghetto, and hundreds more when they were deported to Auschwitz. A post screening discussion will reflect on Hirsch’s heroic actions and those of other Upstanders in the LGBTQ+ community. Reservation required.

June 22 – 23, 2019—Holocaust Museum Houston, Lester & Sue Smith Campus, 5401 Caroline St, **Houston, TX**

**Holocaust Museum Houston Grand Reopening.** The new facility will rank as the nation's fourth largest Holocaust museum and the first to be fully bilingual in English and Spanish.

June 22 – September 15, 2019—Holocaust Museum Houston, Lester & Sue Smith Campus, 5401 Caroline St, **Houston, TX**

**Exhibit: Operation Finale: The Capture & Trial Of Adolf Eichmann.** A multimedia exhibition produced by the Maltz Museum of Jewish Heritage in collaboration with The Mossad – Israeli Secret Intelligence Service and Beit Hatfutsot – The Museum of the Jewish People, Tel Aviv, featuring declassified artifacts only recently outside of Israel. For more: [www.hmh.org](http://www.hmh.org).

June 22 – October 6, 2019—Holocaust Museum Houston, Lester & Sue Smith Campus, 5401 Caroline St, **Houston, TX**

**Exhibit: Points of View: A National Human Rights Photography Exhibition.**

June 25, 2019, 7:00 pm — Museum of Jewish Heritage, **New York, NY**

**Book discussion: The Volunteer,** the little-known story of Witold Pilecki, who spent nearly three years in Auschwitz clandestinely working to undermine the Germans and inform the Allies of Nazi crimes, with author **Jack Fairweather**.

June 26, 2019, 7:00 pm — Museum of Jewish Heritage, **New York, NY**

Film and Discussion in celebration of the 50th anniversary of the Stonewall Uprising: **Dear Fredy,** the story of Fredy Hirsch, an openly gay German Jewish athlete, sports teacher and Zionist youth movement leader, notable for helping thousands of Jewish children in Prague, Theresienstadt concentration camp, and Auschwitz. The film will be followed by a post-screening discussion with **Michael Simonson,** Head of Public Outreach and Archivist at the Leo Baeck Institute.
June 29, 2019, 11:00 am – Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL
**Museum Architecture Tour – Symbolic by Design:** See how renowned architect Stanley Tigerman infused each space in the Illinois Holocaust Museum with historical and emotional symbolism. For more: [www.ilholocaustmuseum.org](http://www.ilholocaustmuseum.org)

June 29, 2019, 12:30 pm – Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, **Skokie, IL**
**Survivor Talks – In Our Voices:** Take advantage of their unique opportunities to hear Holocaust Survivors tell their stories in person and answer audience questions. For more: [www.ilholocaustmuseum.org](http://www.ilholocaustmuseum.org)

June 30, 2019, 2:00 pm – Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, **Skokie, IL**
**From Stage to Screen: The Soap Myth.** An investigative reporter, spurred on by a Holocaust survivor, finds herself caught between multiple versions of the same story in Jeff Cohen’s play *The Soap Myth.* Following a filmed performance of the play, **Dr. Alvin Goldfarb,** child of Holocaust Survivors and nationally known theatre educator and administrator, will discuss the themes explored in the production. Reservations required.

July 14, 2019, 2:00 pm – Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, **Skokie, IL**
**Rescue in the Caribbean: Jewish Refugees in the Dominican Republic.** In the summer of 1938, delegates from 32 countries met near the French resort of Evian to discuss the matter of Jews wishing to leave Germany and Austria. Only the Dominican Republic agreed to help, and donated land to establish a Jewish agricultural settlement. **Kitty Loewy,** the daughter of one of those resettled Jews, will talk about this haven called Sosua. Reservations required.

July 25, 2019, 6:30 pm – Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, **Skokie, IL**
**A Door Closed: The Unknown Story of America’s Failed ‘Kindertransport’**
During 1939, debate raged in Congress about legislation that would allowed 20,000 Jewish children into the U.S. Panel discussion: former Congressman **Steve Israel; Rebecca Erbelding,** author of *Rescue Board: The Untold Story of America’s Efforts to Save the Jews of Europe;* and **Dr. Mohammed Zaher Sahloul,** President, MedGlobal and former Senior Advisor, Syrian American Medical Aid Society. Reservations required.

August 11, 2019, 2:00 pm—Center for Jewish History, 15 West 16th Street, **New York, NY**
**Eleanor Roosevelt and the Jewish Refugees She Saved: The Story of the S. S. Quanza.** Fees.

---

**FYI... For Your Information**

*FYI... Online newsletters*  
**FYI…** From the upcoming Liberation 75 Conference in Toronto, Canada:
We are searching for one American family with 3 generations in which each generation has experienced antisemitism. First person must be Holocaust survivor, then child of survivor and then grandchild of survivor (all one family). This is for a documentary on contemporary antisemitism that will be shown at Liberation75 [http://www.liberation75.org/](http://www.liberation75.org/). We will go to the family for filming.

**FYI…** From Echoes & Reflections
June Webinars:
- Using Art to Teach the Holocaust
- Special Webinar: Honoring Anne Frank on her Birthday
- Creating Context for Teaching Night
- Spotlight on Holocaust Survivor Itka Zygmuntowicz
- Addressing Holocaust Denial and Distortion

*See also summer online courses.*

**FYI…** From the USC Shoah Foundation: IWitness resources now available
- Past Webinar Recordings
- Teaching with Testimony Webinar: Past, Present, Future-Cultivating Agency
- Examining Stages of Genocide: Dehumanization and Organization
- Teaching with Testimony Webinar: Contextualizing History with Primary Sources
- Teaching The Promise with Testimony
- Teaching with Testimony Webinar: Propaganda and Perspective
- Teaching with Testimony Webinar: Evaluating the Impact of Rhetoric

**FYI…** For the latest on the Baltics

**FYI…** Articles, videos, podcasts and slideshows in the news…*Note: links were active when the newsletter was written but some links may now have been deactivated by the publisher. If a link doesn’t work, you can look for the story using a search engine, e.g., Google, Yahoo or others.*

**Across Borders: International**

*Opinion: The Old Scourge Of Anti-Semitism Rises Anew In Europe*

*Where was God During the Holocaust?*

*After the Holocaust and in Times of Darkness, We Must Remain Faithful*

*Yom HaShoah 2019: The Urgency Of Global Education*

*Holocaust Remembrance Day*

*Israel, Jews Worldwide Mark Holocaust Remembrance Day*

*Reflections from March of the Living: We must not take our freedom for granted*

*Watch: From the March of the Living to the Parade of Rebirth*
Thousands Remember March Against Hate at Auschwitz

Auschwitz filled with thousands who remember, march against hate

As Holocaust Remembrance Day Begins, Netanyahu Warns of Danger Still Posed by Antisemitism Worldwide

Human atrocity doesn't start with violence. It starts with prejudice and propaganda

Why does Holocaust Remembrance Day ignore Middle Eastern Jews?

Rising from the ashes: Israel is our home

Holocaust Survivors Tell Their Stories on Location at Concentration Camps for 360-Degree Videos

The Greatest Jewish Generation

The enduring recipes from Holocaust survivors proves that grandmother love can conquer all

Children of Holocaust survivors drink more, exercise less study shows

Australia

'The brave people who saved my grandma' - The Australian Jewish News

Shoah survivor Lena Goldstein passes away at 100 - The Australian Jewish News

Australia through the lens of Godwin’s Law - The Australian Jewish News

Treasurer Josh Frydenberg slams anti-Semitic vandalism as insult to holocaust victims | Insiders

Rise of anti-semitism in Australia is terrifying, says Holocaust survivor

Australian Stand-Up Comedian Loses Netflix Deal After Making Holocaust Jokes

'If You Can't Stand The Heat, Get Out Of The Oven' - Comedian Loses Netflix Deal

Austria

Survey: Austrians Don’t Know 6 Million Jews Were Killed in Holocaust

Austrians lack crucial Holocaust awareness, study finds | DW | 02.05.2019

58% of Austrians believe something like the ... - The Jerusalem Post

Vienna school finds out what became of the 50 Jewish pupils it ... 

A Vienna high school acknowledges its own harsh truth about the Holocaust

Handwritten Einstein letter mocking Austria’s anti-Semitic policies up for auction

Photos of Holocaust survivors exhibited on Vienna street vandalized

Vienna: Photos of Holocaust survivors defaced with swastikas

Photos of Holocaust Survivors Defaced in Vienna

Vienna outdoor exhibition of Holocaust survivors cut up with a knife in the third attack this month
'Shocking' defacements of outdoor Holocaust art: Austrian president

Belarus

We are here because the Bielski Partisans fought back

A Holocaust rescue is remembered in Belarus ... - The Times of Israel

Holocaust rescuer Chiune Sugihara's son helps honor his deeds in ...

Holocaust hero Chiune Sugihara’s son sets record straight on his father’s story

Over 1000 bodies found in Holocaust-era mass grave in Belarus

More Than 1,000 Holocaust Victims Are Buried In Belarus After Mass Grave Discovered

Unearthed Holocaust Mass Grave in Belarus Won't Stop Building of ...

Remains of over 1,000 Holocaust victims uncovered during construction work reburied in Belarus

Israeli rescue teams dig for remains after Holocaust mass grave found at Belarus site

Remains of 1,214 Holocaust victims laid to rest in Belarus

1,214 Belarusian Jews Murdered by Nazis Get Final Resting Place

Belgium

Dutch WW2 Queen 'considered Nazi swap for Belgian royals'

Nazi Rhetoric And Holocaust Denial: Belgium's Alarming Rise In Anti-Semitism

Belgian football union absolves fans over antisemitic and homophobic remarks

Canada

'Tailor project' opened door to Canada for 2,500 Jewish families after Second World War

Anti-Semitism increasing in Atlantic Canada | The Telegram

Holocaust Remembrance Day aims to address rising anti-Semitism | The Telegram

Holocaust survivor fights rise in anti-semitism by sharing memories

Watch: Trudeau marks Holocaust Remembrance Day

On night to remember the Holocaust, survivors speak up against hatred

We have a ‘duty’ to remember Holocaust: Mayor Plante

Mandel: Drug money courier claimed cash was for Jews fearing Holocaust

Holocaust survivor Jonathan Geller became a hipster ahead of his time

Jeanne Beker; Fashion TV Personality, and daughter of Holocaust survivors

A graphic look into novelist's Nazi roots

New edition of Anne Frank’s diary to be published
Czech Republic

These Currency Bills Were Used In The Theresienstadt Ghetto

Prague TV tower under fire as dark reminder of city’s antisemitic past

Holocaust survivors brought to Britain as children meet in Prague

Holocaust survivors re-create photo

Holocaust survivors and 4 generations of their families re-create iconic photograph (Kveller)

Estonia

Estonia Ministers' Gesture Raises Fears of Support for White Supremacy

France

Famed Nazi hunters Beate and Serge Klarsfeld: It feels like the 1930s

Thank Heaven for Maurice Chevalier -- Maurice Chevalier’s war story

French Police to Hold Reconstruction of Gruesome Murder of Holocaust Survivor Mireille Knoll

Paris Holocaust monument for children ‘censored’ in unusual case of vandalism

Paris Holocaust Monument For Children 'Censored, Vandalized'

French Jews Furious as Notorious Antisemite Dodges Jail Time for Holocaust Denial

French prosecutor overrules jail sentence of notorious Holocaust denier Alain Soral

Yoga, Yurts and Holocaust Denial — French Countryside Mayor Bemoans Upcoming Extremist ‘Summer School’

Germany

Newly revealed photographs chronicle aftermath of Dachau’s liberation

Berlin - German Holocaust Archive Puts Millions Of Documents Online

German Holocaust archive puts over 13 million documents online

More than 13 million documents from Nazi concentration camps posted online

Hitler was incompetent and lazy – and his Nazi government was an absolute clown show

They Resisted Hitler. They Were Executed. At Last, They Lay at Rest.

Anti-Nazi resistance fighters' remains laid to rest in Berlin | DW | 13.05.2019

Berlin to bury remains kept by Nazi-era doctor – BBC

Nuremberg Decides to Conserve Nazi Rally Grounds

On Holocaust Remembrance Day: 'The Children of Belsen'

Being Black in Nazi Germany
The Brilliant Code Used by Concentration Camp Inmates to Tell the World About Nazi Experiments

The heroines of Ravensbrück: How four fearless young women who survived a Nazi death camp exposed the horrific experiments

Those poor, frail, old, Nazi murderers

A Nazi Critic and a Gestapo Spy: ‘You Can't Report Your Own Father!’ - SPIEGEL ONLINE - International

How scientists traced a uranium cube to Nazi Germany’s nuclear reactor program (Science)

Watch | The Nazi book burnings: A history of hatred

She was saved by a Wermacht soldier during the Holocaust and ...

A Volley and a Voice – the Tennis Player Who Fought Hitler

Holocaust literature: Beyond the labels of victim and perpetrator | DW | 10.05.2019

Berlin Stolpersteine Honor Victims Of Nazi Germany

Choco Leibniz biscuit heiress defends family's Nazi-era slave labour

The New German Anti-Semitism

German Anti-Semitism Official Warns: Don't Wear Jewish Skullcaps

After kippa warning, Rivlin urges Berlin: Avoid defeatist response to Jew hatred

Israeli President Issues Defiant Statement After German Antisemitism Commissioner Tells Jews Not to Wear Kippot in Public: ‘We Will Never Submit’

After German Commissioner's ‘Kippah’ Comment, US Ambassador Weighs In

Kippah Warning Is ‘Call to Action’ Against Rising Antisemitism, Top German Government Official Says

Top German paper to print cutout kippah in solidarity with Jews

All Germans urged to wear kippah in protest against antisemitism

Germany Reverses Course on Wearing Kippas After Outcry

The Mistake of Germany’s Bare-Headed Brouhaha

German Anne Frank Center director blames Jews for antisemitism

German Police Let Neo-Nazis March Day Before Holocaust Remembrance Day

Antisemitism Is Alive — and Thriving — in Modern-Day Germany

Iranian Holocaust denial promoter to speak at German FM party's think tank

Greece

The Greek Rabbi Who Saved His Community from the Holocaust
Holy See

Vatican to Open Holocaust-Era Archive
The Shoah’s Other Lost Children

Hungary

‘Anne Frank of Budapest’: Newly Discovered Diary Chronicles Jewish Girl’s Life in Nazi-occupied Hungary
Double-Crossed by Eichmann: New Lists from the Kasztner Train Revealed

Israel

Transfer Holocaust restitution to the custodian now
Watch: Holocaust Remembrance Day Ceremony at Yad Vashem
Israel collects Holocaust items ahead of post-survivor world
Israel Honors 6 Million Jews on Holocaust Remembrance Day
Israel marks Holocaust Remembrance Day
Israel Marks Holocaust Remembrance Day Amid Rising Tide Of Anti-Semitism
Watch live: Holocaust Remembrance Day Ceremony
Holocaust Victims Remembered at Annual ‘Every Person Has a Name’ Knesset Ceremony
NJ Holocaust survivor calls Israeli minister who made anti-Polish remarks a ‘stupid idiot’
Israel cancels plan to evict dozens of Holocaust survivors after Haaretz ...
2018 saw 10% boost to Holocaust survivor benefits, Finance Ministry reports
Confused Israeli Kids Stand at Attention, Think Air Raid Siren is for Holocaust Victims
The White Paper: 80 Years Later
Cheapening the Holocaust
Rivlin honors fallen friend - Holocaust survivor, fought for the state
An Israeli Burial For A Jewish Hero Of The Holocaust
Fires consume iconic memorial woods for Holocaust victims near Jerusalem
Nazi hunter: German social democrats appeased Iranian Holocaust deniers
The rabbinic silence on how to remember the Holocaust
Fearing for youth, three Auschwitz survivors say they won’t ever stop ...
Can an Instagram Account About the Holocaust Really Impact Teens ...
Israeli Tech Entrepreneurs Host 2nd Hackathon To Support Holocaust ...
Ben Hecht: Hero of Israel and the Holocaust
How Capt. Isaac Benkowitz Saved a World of Jewish Books

Double-Crossed by Eichmann: New Lists from the Kasztner Train Revealed

The return of Avraham Sutzkever

Hannah Senesh’s Last Letter

Golda Meir and the Eichmann Trial

New Edition of Anne Frank’s Diary 'Is the Book She Wanted to Publish'

Grandson of Mengele Twin Moves to Israel and is a Paratrooper in the IDF

Watch: After Mysterious Dream, Ex-Neo-Nazi Converts to Judaism, Lives in Israel

Seeking Justice and Preserving Memory

Israeli arrested for spitting at Polish ambassador, sparking diplomatic tempest

Israeli apologizes for spitting at Polish envoy, claims guard called him ‘Zhid’

Poland Demands Punishment for Spitting Attack by Israeli on Polish Ambassador

Israeli man charged with assault for spitting at Polish envoy

Israel-Poland Relations Teeter in Wake of Spitting Attack on Polish Ambassador

Polish Ambassador Grateful For Support After Attack Vows To Keep Working

When Water Came Out Instead of Gas: A Child’s Memories of Surviving the Holocaust

When the child prisoners of Cyprus dreamt of Israel (National Library of Israel)

'Eva's Stories' - Holocaust Seen Through Instagram

'Eva.Stories' Uses Instagram to Connect Today’s Youth With a Holocaust Story | Jewish Journal

Instagram story of young Holocaust victim Eva aims at new generation

Holocaust Instagram Diary Eva.Stories Sparks Debate In Israel

Eva.Stories: the Instagram sensation bringing the Holocaust to life

A Holocaust Instagram story caused controversy. Here's what teens think.

Watch: 1.2 Million Follow Holocaust Victim’s Instagram ‘Stories’

My German date and the Holocaust movie

Opinion || Divergent Lessons of the Holocaust Widen the Gap Between Israel and American Jews

She Took in 52 Arab and Jewish Children. This Woman Is About to Receive One of Israel's Highest Honors

Senior Islamic leader to visit Auschwitz under ... - The Jerusalem Post

Senior Islamic leader to visit Auschwitz in January | The Times of Israel

Climate change could lead to another Holocaust | Opinion

The Arab Chapter of the Holocaust | Jewish & Israel News Algemeiner ...
Palestinians Blame Jews for Holocaust in Sick Facebook Post
Palestinian TV Claimed Photo of Holocaust Victims Were Arabs Killed by Jews
‘Hitler was Daring’: How the Palestinians Revere the Nazis
Israel Using Holocaust to ‘Blackmail’ Germany, Palestinians Claim in Response to Bundestag Condemnation of BDS
Israel Uses Holocaust to ‘Blackmail Germany,’ Says Palestinian Authority
This is Why We Must Always Condemn Anti-Israel Attacks
Palestinians Need to Rethink the ‘Nakba,’ Not Refight It
Watch: ‘We Will Throw Jews Into Ditches Like Hitler,’ Threatens Gaza Activist

Iran
Unrecognized ‘Iranian Schindler’ said to have saved countless Paris Jews in WWII

Italy
Gino Bartali: Cyclist who helped save Italy's Jews from Nazis honored with new innovative cycling school
Holocaust survivor opens book fair after fascist banned | News, Sports, Jobs - Altoona Mirror

Japan
The son of Holocaust hero Chiune Sugihara is setting the record straight about his father's story
Son Sets Record Straight On Sugihara

Latvia
Son of Jewish engineer elected president of Latvia

Lithuania
Latest on State Glorification of Holocaust Collaborator J. Norieka in Lithuania
Row Simmers Over Chicago Monument to Lithuanian National Hero Implicated in WW2 Crimes Against Jews
Watch: The story of Yiddish tango written during the Holocaust
More Evidence: Did Adolfas Ramanauskas’s Lead a Hitlerist Militia in Early Days of Lithuanian Holocaust?

Netherlands
'My aunt might have betrayed Anne Frank,' writes son of Secret Annex helper
Claiming threats of violence by Jews, Dutch Holocaust museum nixes event about Syrian refugees
Dutch soccer fans beat Jew and sing song praising Nazis

Poland

World’s oldest nun who helped Jews escape from Nazis dies aged 110

Watch: Warsaw – Where the Jews Fought Back

How did the Warsaw Ghetto resist Nazi propaganda?

The Warsaw Ghetto Uprising in the American Jewish Press

Rare footage of life in Warsaw Ghetto comes back to life in new film

The forgotten death march of Chelm

Holocaust hero who died with orphaned children honored in ...

Watch | Saving a piece of Jewish history in Poland

Brothers Reunited After More Than 70 Years

The Polish Holocaust hero you’ve never heard of

The amazing Polish woman who hid and saved 16 Jews – and ...

Poland: Stop The Incitement

Polish Nationalists Protest Holocaust Restitution

Polish nationalists protest US over Holocaust claims - AP News

Polish nationalists march to U.S. Embassy in Warsaw to protest Holocaust claims

Polish far-right supporters protest against restitution of Jewish property

Poles Protest US Pressure for Holocaust Reparations to Jews

Poland won’t pay WWII property compensation because Poles were greatest victims, PM says

Bradley Blakeman: Poland abuses its relationship with President Trump in mistreatment of Holocaust survivors

Poland Cancels Israeli Delegation’s Visit to Discuss Holocaust Reparations

Poland cancels visit of Israeli delegation over property restitution

Poland cancels Israeli visit amid Holocaust restitution row | DW | 13.05.2019

Poland and Israel at odds over Holocaust restitution | DW | 13.05.2019

Poles apart: The ugly head of anti-Semitism

Polish anti-restitution activists rail against 'Holocaust ... - Jerusalem Post

Polish Prime Minister: Reparations for Jewish Property Stolen During the Holocaust Would Be ‘Victory for Hitler’

Poland says Holocaust restitution would equate to 'Hitler's victory'

Prominent Jewish Leaders Slam Polish PM Over Holocaust Restitution Comment
Poland Must Admit Role in Holocaust and Pay Restitution!

Poland must deal with its past - and return stolen property

Jewish peer claims Poland is ‘squatting on property of 3 million’ Shoah victims

Jewish News wins decisive legal case against Polish nationalists

Jewish group warns that Polish debate over property claims has turned anti-Semitic

Rethinking Holocaust Restitution: A Case for Jewish Dignity

Polish candidate puts kippah on rival, says her party ‘kneels to Jews’

Polish far-right politicians put kippah on official’s head during Holocaust debate

Looted Nazi art and LGBT rights merge in recovery of Polish painting

The Wolf’s Lair Attempts Transition From Tourist Trap to Educational Site

On Holocaust Memorial Day, Poles Try to Stop Jewish Reparations

Opinion: Poland's Militant Nationalists Are Targeting Holocaust Scholars, With Help From an Israeli Historian

The Holocaust’s evasive history in both Poland and Israel | Opinion

Jews, Christians and anti-Semitism – querying Polish reality

Between hope and despondency in Poland

A Personal Diary from the Łódź Ghetto, Kept in the Margins of a Prayer Book

Effigy of late Polish Jewish communist hung on gallows at former Lodz Ghetto

Survivor Ed Mosberg, 93, is braving cancer to march at Auschwitz, perhaps for the last time

Incumbent director of Polish Jewish museum wins backing to stay in job

Thousands mark Holocaust Remembrance Day with annual March of the Living | DW | 02.05.2019

Unlike 2018, no senior Israeli, Polish leaders to attend March of the Living

History Is Repeating Itself, Holocaust Survivors Warn Before March Of The Living

‘Jews once again unsafe,’ Jewish Agency’s Herzog warns at March of the Living

March of the Living focused on Greek Holocaust victims

Poway Rabbi Leads Jewish Youths in ‘Am Yisrael Chai’ Chant in Speech at Auschwitz

Jews, Muslims At Auschwitz: Partners In A Time Of Hate

Polish photographer casts Hasidim visiting lost world in new light

Honeymoon in Krakow

Polish graphic novel tells Holocaust survivors' tales

Auschwitz Museum Protests Concentration Camp Photos on Skirts and Pillows
Auschwitz Museum protests death camp images on skirts, bags
After backlash, Redbubble online market place pulls clothing imprinted with Auschwitz images

Qatar
Watch: Israel ‘Biggest Winner’ from Holocaust, Says Sick Al Jazeera Video
Al Jazeera suspends 2 journalists for video questioning Holocaust
Al Jazeera Suspends Journalists After Video Saying Jews Skewed Holocaust
Expert: Al Jazeera Holocaust Denial Video Reflects Widely-Held Views in Arab World
Why is Twitter helping Al-Jazeera hide evidence of Holocaust denial video
Al-Jazeera video accusing Jews of exploiting Holocaust crosses all lines of decency into the realm of blood libel
Fatah Posts Antisemitic Al Jazeera Video After Network Takes It Down

Russia
Moscow chief rabbi: Europe is 'forgetting the past' | DW | 12.05.2019

Spain
LA judge rules Spanish museum can keep Nazi-looted painting
US judge rules Spanish museum can keep Nazi-looted painting
U.S. judge rules Spanish museum can keep Pissarro confiscated by ...
Soccer Fans Heil Hitler On Holocaust Remembrance ... - The Forward
Neus Català, Dogged Anti-Fascist and Camp Survivor, Dies at 103

Sweden
Sweden will soon get its first Holocaust memorial ‘stumbling stones’
World Jewish Congress Calls for Ban of Neo-Nazis Who Marched in Two Swedish Towns
Swedish PM responds to WJC concerns, pledges to take steps to ban neo-Nazi groups and increase protection of Jewish community
The Swedish dream was always too good to be true. And now the far right is back | Elisabeth Åsbrink

Turkey
“We must take the necessary lessons by looking at history”
Toy Museum in Turkey Displays Doll Wearing Holocaust Victim’s Hair
Watch: Doll with Hair from Girl Murdered in Holocaust Found at Toy Museum
UK
This man's brave acts of chutzpah saved hundreds of Jewish lives ... 
Shoah survivors reunited with RAF pilot 70 years after historic Prague rescue
The recipe that survived the Holocaust
Kurt Weill operetta banned by the Nazis gets one-night-only revival in London
Theresa May backs building of Holocaust centre near parliament
From Major to May, All Living UK Prime Ministers Endorse New Holocaust Memorial as ‘Sacred National Mission’
Britain doesn’t need another Holocaust memorial | Coffee House
University of Essex Dismisses Professor Accused of Antisemitic, Holocaust-Denying Posts
My faith was strengthened searching for meaning in the horror of the Shoah
On a day of remembrance, Chelsea soccer's rising stars are shocked by what they see at Auschwitz
We All Came Alone - The Kindertransport story
BBC film to tell 'powerful' story of child Holocaust survivors who escaped to the Lake District
Iconic portraits of Jewish refugees and descendants mark Refugee Week
We made no difference
Daughter Of Kindertransport Founder Criticises May Over Resignation Speech
A Family’s Dilemma
We were the only complete family to arrive on a Kindertransport
Anne Frank: the real story of the girl behind the diary
Unseen Anne Frank letters illuminate life before confinement
My stepsister Anne Frank was optimistic because she hadn't seen the ...
Poignant pictures of a lost world
Judith Kerr: ‘I like drinking dregs of whisky from the night before’
Author Judith Kerr, who chronicled family's flight from Nazis in beloved children's book, dies at 95
Judith Kerr, beloved author of The Tiger Who Came to Tea, dies aged 95
Judith Kerr Could Explain the Holocaust Even to Children
Judith Kerr’s life is something to celebrate in dark times | Gaby Hinsliff
Judith Kerr's light helped us understand the world's darkness
Obituary: Judith Kerr, writer and illustrator behind The Tiger Who Came To Tea
Judith Kerr: A Life In Pictures
Judith Kerr, Beloved Children’s Book Author and Illustrator, Dies at 95

Tiger Who Came To Tea Author Dies

The Irish Times view on Judith Kerr: the duty to live well

Lauren Child pays tribute to 'generous' Judith Kerr

Judith Kerr: ‘If I can’t be sentimental at my age, when will I start?’

Holocaust survivor Jan Kaminski

Holocaust survivor Jan Kaminski dies in Dublin aged 87

Remembering the Jewish soccer talent killed in the Holocaust (Guardian)

Remembering the cream of Jewish footballing talent killed in the Holocaust

Tributes to survivor Rudi Oppenheimer for ‘key role’ in Holocaust education

Seeking to Challenge Rising Antisemitism in UK, Church of Scotland Adopts IHRA Definition of Jew-Hatred

Holocaust educator and former Eastenders actress condemn ‘disgusting’ Shoah poll

Top Headteacher Says Private School Criticisms Echo Anti-Semitic Conspiracies

Son of Saul’s László Nemes: ‘Our civilisation is preparing for its own destruction’

Swastika daubed on London fish factory owned by pro-Brexit Jewish politician

The Undercover Fascist

The right is crying wolf on antisemitism. That's endangering Jews | Aaron Freedman

Irish constitution in 1937 defied Hitler and allowed Jews ... - IrishCentral

Ukraine

Ukraine is where the Holocaust began. It should properly memorialize the victims.

World Jewish Congress President Is New Board Member For Babi Yar Memorial

USA

Holocaust Survivors Are Dying; Their Stories Are More Relevant Than Ever

Diary of WWII’s Monuments Man given to US National Archives

The Hidden Power Behind D-Day

The surgeon had a dilemma only a Nazi medical text could resolve. Was it ethical to use it? (Stat)

Holocaust survivor meets ex-GI: 'You gave me my life'

Michigan Holocaust survivor, ex-soldier who helped free her have emotional meeting

How the Definition of Holocaust Survivor Has Changed Since the End of World War II
New book focuses on archaeology as the next frontier in Holocaust studies - Jewish Ledger

American Jewry forgot the main lesson of the Holocaust

‘Auschwitz? What’s That?’

Antisemitism Is on the Rise. Can Teaching About the Holocaust Help ...

'Hatred doesn't build overnight': behind the powerful Auschwitz exhibition

Holocaust Education Fails as Hate Rises - The Corvallis Advocate

Memories fade, fears remain: 10 things to know for May 1

Get Serious About Holocaust Education | Jewish Journal

ADL Raps Trump Adviser’s Holocaust Comment as ‘Offensive, Idiotic’

This 2020 presidential candidate is the son of a Holocaust survivor

Leave the Holocaust Out of Your Abortion Debate

Tlaib says she is humbled her ancestors provided 'safe haven' for Jews after Holocaust

Rashida Tlaib says thinking of the Holocaust provides her a 'calming feeling,' shockingly claims

Palestinians created 'safe haven' for Jews

Rep Tlaib Under Fire For Controversial Holocaust Comment

Rep. Rashida Tlaib says her Palestinian ancestors made a ‘safe haven’ for Jews after Holocaust

Tlaib: Palestinians Created ‘Safe Haven’ for Jews After the Holocaust (Really?)

Tlaib’s Holocaust Distortion Hurts the Palestinian Cause

Trump Slams Congresswoman Tlaib’s Holocaust Comments: ‘She Obviously Has Tremendous Hatred of Israel and the Jewish People’

Editor's Column: What did Rashida Tlaib say about the Holocaust? It's probably not what you think.

Tlaib Defends Shameful Holocaust Comments on Late Show

Tlaib's Shoah Comments Spark Attack, Counterattack | Jewish Week

Rashida Tlaib Has Her History Wrong

Congresswoman Rashida Tlaib’s Orwellian Untruths About the Holocaust

Opinion: Sorry, Rashida Tlaib: Israel was not a consolation prize for Jews after the Holocaust

Israeli UN Envoy, Top US Jewish Group Call Out Tlaib Over Holocaust Comments

Israeli Ambassador Blasts Tlaib Over Holocaust Comments

Revising Rashida Tlaib’s Revisionist History

‘The Washington Post’ hides Holocaust truths and Rashida Tlaib’s lies

The True History of the Arab-Israeli Conflict, and the ‘Nakba’

Ilhan Omar And Jewish Colleague Jan Schakowsky Co-Write Op-Ed On White
Rep. Lee Zeldin: Stop Antisemitism
Memphis judge posts Holocaust denier's article on Facebook
Memphis Judge Under Fire for Facebook Post of Holocaust Denier’s ...
Tennessee judge posts link on Facebook saying Jews should ‘get the f**k over the Holocaust’
Judge Who Said Jews Should Get The Fk Over The Holocaust Condemned
Judge faces scrutiny over anti-immigrant articles he shared on ...
Blue State Blues: When the Law Forbids Jews to Fight Back | Breitbart
6 Powerful Ways to Honor the 6 Million Jewish Holocaust Victims ...
Survivor remembers 80th anniversary of SS St. Louis departure
Bill passed to designate Holocaust Remembrance Week in Texas ...
John Lukacs, Iconoclastic Historian and Author, Dies at 95 - The New ...
John Lukacs, iconoclastic scholar of history, dies at 95 - The ...
Herman Wouk, legendary author who brought Judaism into the mainstream, dies at 103
‘Caine Mutiny,’ ‘Winds of War’ author Herman Wouk has died
Herman Wouk’s works
Herman Wouk and the Jew in the Public Square
Herman Wouk: A Proud Champion of Judaism
Why is Holocaust fiction still so popular?
Holocaust Survivors And Liberators Look Back In Twin Documentaries
Holocaust survivor has emotional meeting with US veteran who liberated her camp
A 75-year-old Passover sweater, and the story of the Holocaust survivor who wears it
Auschwitz exhibit reveals a brutal window into the Holocaust
Manhattan museum unveils largest Auschwitz exhibition ever ...
A Visit to the Unfathomable Past of Auschwitz.
Review: New exhibit reminds us the Holocaust wasn’t long ago or far away
A look inside the largest-ever Auschwitz exhibit in the ... - NBC News
At Auschwitz Exhibition, a Witness to a History He Can Never Forget
From Massive Boxcar To Tiny Shoe, Artifact-Rich Auschwitz Exhibit Tells The Holocaust Story
Manhattan museum unveils largest Auschwitz exhibition ever in U.S., with chilling artifacts from Jewish victims
Largest Ever Auschwitz Exhibition Arrives In NYC
Auschwitz exhibit shows horror of Nazi death camp amid rise of anti-Semitism
Gas mask, train car, dagger highlighted in powerful Holocaust exhibit
From Massive Boxcar To Tiny Shoe, Artifact-Rich Auschwitz Exhibit Tells The Holocaust Story
The Perfidy of Evil | Jewish Journal

Reporter’s Notebook: I used to avoid everything Holocaust related. This Auschwitz exhibit changed my attitude.

An Auschwitz Exhibition Fails the Jews - WSJ

‘Auschwitz Didn’t Just Happen’

Holocaust Survivor Pities Anti-Semites Who Waste Life Hating

Holocaust survivor: Stories of survival are important and should be passed on

Recent ceremony honors L.I. students and a Holocaust survivor - Blog - The Island Now

Commemorating the 80th anniversary of my uncle’s experience on the St. Louis

Dropping Out of Harvard Law School in 1947 to Help Jewish Refugees

He smuggled food into Nazi death camps; now Utah Jewish food pantry bears his name (Salt Lake Tribune)

Researcher illuminates a Jewish doctor’s Holocaust experiences

Lessons from the past: McAllen marks Holocaust Remembrance Day with program, exhibit - The Monitor

Bikers on a mission to raise money for Holocaust museums

Watch: Survivors Share Pain and Triumph on Holocaust Remembrance Day

Irving Roth: On Holocaust Remembrance Day, Auschwitz survivor says persecution of Jews begins with words

Bring On The Night: Old Hate Is New Again

‘Don’t Be Bystanders’ Survivor Warns At Yom Hashoah Event Here

Witnessing the Holocaust

Architect Daniel Libeskind: How to Transform Horror Into Art, From Auschwitz and the Holocaust to 9/11

Worrying trends 80 years after the Holocaust

From a Ridgewood interfaith service to Treblinka

"This Attack Resembles Nazi Germany“: Second Jewish Man ...

Greater Boston Jews urge to ‘never forget,’ honor Holocaust victims

Brandeis Association’s Annual Holocaust Remembrance | New York Law Journal
Chicago-area Holocaust survivors and family members troubled by recent anti-Semitic acts: 'Never forget'

Celebrating a Century
She Survived The Holocaust. This Week, She’ll Turn 100.
92-year-old survivor spends time talking to students about horrors of the Holocaust

On Remembrance Day, Holocaust Survivor In LA Says Anti-Semitism Today In US Is Frightening

The most insidious weapon
Curious George’s Daring Escape from the Nazis

Holocaust survivor speaks at Grand Rapids event

New England Revs Honor Newton Resident - Holocaust Survivor

Holocaust Survivor to Speak at K

Local Holocaust Survivor Shares Painful Story

‘Don’t Be Bystanders’ Survivor Warns At Yom Hashoah Event Here

Synagogue produces filmed chronicle of Shoah survivors

Jewish Art Lost and Found in ‘Chasing Portraits’ | Jewish Journal

Hero or Hoodlum?

Little Help From American Jews During the Holocaust

He Led A Platoon Of Artists Who Fooled The Germans ...

When Hollywood Fought Nazis

A Maryland man wants this anti-Nazi Three Stooges film honored ...

In 1940, Adolf Hitler faced a most unlikely enemy: The Three Stooges (Washington Post)

My family’s Jewish heritage was kept a secret. Now I mourn a relative I never knew.

La Jolla synagogue unveils Holocaust memorial

Making Good Out of Evil: Eerie timing for La Jolla Holocaust memorial

L.A. Charter High Schoolers Learn About the Holocaust by Meeting a Survivor | Jewish Journal

Brothers renew push for Holocaust memorial along waterfront

In Session: 7th-grader's Holocaust poem inspired by great-grandmother's survival

Teaching 'Never Again' to a new generation, and in Spanish (Hadassah Magazine)

Holocaust lessons must be taught in Arizona schools - AZCentral.com

Survivor helps pass law for Holocaust education in Washington schools

Clark Shawnee Middle School students learn from Holocaust survivor
A Holocaust Story for the Social Media Generation
Daughter of Honey and Barry Sherman continues their legacy by ...
Poway High student gives 'tolerance tours' about her grandfather, a ...
'We need to remember ...' Hundreds gather for stories of the Holocaust after Poway tragedy
Holocaust Remembrance Day vital in wake of recent attacks
Las Vegas Candle lighting ceremony
Conference held on education relating to Holocaust
Nevada State Holocaust Memorial
Music demonstrates sadness and hope of a Holocaust survivor
Yom HaShoah program offers chance to share stories of Holocaust survivors
Holocaust Commemoration Hosted by Kean University
Overcoming Hatred – Ken Engel Overcoming Hatred - Sheriff Stuart
In 'Ask Dr. Ruth,' The Famous Sex Therapist Looks Inward At Last
Documentary on Dr. Ruth delves into the sex therapist’s Holocaust past
Ask Dr. Ruth: Ruth Westheimer documentary in theaters, Hulu ...
Dr. Ruth chats about her life in advance of new Hulu doc
Dr. Ruth Changed the Way America Talked About Sex
Peyton Manning, Eva Kor named Indiana Living Legends honorees
Eva Kor named 'Indiana Living Legend' | Local News | tribstar.com
Holocaust survivor and concentration camp liberator named Senior of the Year
Diane Von Furstenberg Honored Her Holocaust Survivor Mother at the Met Gala
Descendants of Holocaust Survivors Meet Their Hero
Historical meeting in Philadelphia for son of Holocaust hero
The ‘Oskar Schindler’ of Japan remembered in Philly
Confronting Holocaust Memory Head-on
The Very Mysterious Moe Berg
New Documentary Sheds Light on ‘True Renaissance Man,’ Jewish MLB Player Turned WWII Spy Moe Berg
Telling an unknown Holocaust story | Mt. Airy News
Holocaust survivor shares her experiences with North Haven students
Holocaust Survivors Get Honorary Degrees at Henderson Ceremony
Touro University Nevada to give local Holocaust survivors honorary doctorates
Holocaust survivor receives honorary degree
Lessons these new doctors teach must be retold
Holocaust survivor Jay Ipson speaks at Lee observance
'Generation to generation,’ Holocaust survivors' stories live on
Holocaust Survivors in Same Line at Auschwitz Meet 72 Years Later ...
Holocaust survivors get honorary degrees at Henderson ceremony ...
Local Holocaust survivors eagerly accept honorary degrees from ...
Survivor Shares Holocaust Stories to Fulfill Family Promise
'Lives Restarted:' Memphis Holocaust film has lessons for nation in Amazon Prime release
Weathersbee
Nazis silenced him, but his poetry lives on in new opera coming to S.F. – J.
Survivors’ stories retold by students
A Whitfield County middle school commemorates Holocaust victims and survivors
These Jewish World War II veterans would be legends, if people knew their stories (New York Times)
Gene Simmons fights back tears talking about how much his late mother loved America
Amazon Prime Debuts Holocaust Documentary; Survivors Share Stories From Camps to America
Opinion: Will the Holocaust on Instagram Teach Remembrance?
Do Holocaust Stories Belong in Instagram?
Instagram aims to engage new generation in Holocaust
Although it is removing bigots, Facebook says it will allow Holocaust denial
Facebook says it will allow Holocaust denial
Image of the Week: ‘Red Dress Shoe’
REFUGE: Not Just Another Holocaust Story
At 90, Holocaust survivor continues to perform Jewish bris ceremony (Columbus Dispatch)
Photographer on a mission to document Holocaust survivors
Letters Anne Frank Wrote to Her Grandmother Will Be Published for the First Time
Episode of new Netflix series mocks Anne Frank
Harvard Magazine Apologizes for Lewd Lampoon of Holocaust Icon Anne Frank
Harvard Lampoon Apologizes for Sexualized Image of Anne Frank
Peyton Manning and Holocaust Survivor Share Something Special
Speaker registration suggested for Holocaust memorial forums
Holocaust survivor blasts Pfleger for giving Farrakhan 'platform for hatred'
Louis Farrakhan speaks at St. Sabina Catholic Church following Facebook ban
Controversial Farrakhan appearance
Facebook Ban Controversy
Johnston Co. teacher provokes controversy with Holocaust lesson plan
Rabbi’s Young Daughter Finds Swastika, ‘You Don’t Belong Here’
Las Vegas rabbi’s daughter targeted with anti-Semitic notes at middle school
11-year-old sent to principal’s office for telling fellow students to stop making Nazi salute
Milwaukee University Student Holds Swastika Sign in Bid for Publicity
Man holding swastika on college campus says it was meant as conversation starter
University of Wisconsin Student Held Swastika Sign During Israel ...
Man spotted on UWM campus holding swastika sign near Jewish ...
Nazi hate symbol scrawled on tunnel wall in Brooklyn’s Prospect Park, latest in year of increased hate crimes
Note reading ‘Hitler is coming’ posted on Brooklyn Jewish Children's Museum
Drone drops anti-media swastika flyers outside Ariana Grande concert ...
Swastika Flyers Dropped By Drone On Ariana Grande Concert ...
Holocaust Deniers Fail to Wreck Oregon Legislative Hearing on Educating About Nazi Crimes
Oregon lawmaker shuts down Holocaust denier’s testimony on ...
Oregon schools will be required to teach about the ...
White supremacists interrupt Arkansas Holocaust remembrance event ...
Arkansas Holocaust commemoration interrupted by white supremacists with Nazi flags
Holocaust Remembrance Day event was interrupted by white ...
Neo-Nazis Disrupt Arkansas Holocaust Remembrance Event to Voice ...
White Supremacists Chant 'Six Million More' After Crashing Holocaust ...
Actual Nazis, carrying actual Nazi flags, interrupt Holocaust Memorial ...
American Nazis Protested A Holocaust Remembrance Event. A University Scholarship Is The Reason Why
Once Defiant, All Four White Supremacists Charged in Charlottesville Violence Plead Guilty
White nationalists interrupt Antiracist Book Festival at ...
White Nationalists Interrupt Political Book Reading in DC ...
White Nationalists Interrupt Author at DC Bookstore
White nationalists chant 'This land is our land' at book ...
‘Gas the Jews’ Graffiti Found Again in Oklahoma as Police Release Video of Suspect
9 People Showed Up for a KKK Rally in Dayton, Ohio. They Were Drowned Out by 600 Protestors
Boston-Area Jewish Teens Help Rescue Drowning Man With Swastika Tattoo
Jewish Teens Don't Regret Helping Save Man With Swastika Tattoo ...
Jewish teens helped save man with swastika tattoo, police say
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